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Valley Plaza 
 

 August 2016 
Other The trees with smaller diameter trunks that still require 

trainer stakes need to have the current tree tie 
removed as it is too tight, and then new tree ties 
installed so the trunk can move slightly. 

Other All of the trees require more mulch, preferably 3 inches 
deep in a 3 foot diameter circle 3 inches from the trunk. 

Other Many of the trees require an increase in irrigation. 
Dead Please remove the dead escarpment live oak (tree ID 

12) and any associated stakes and ties. 
 
Holleigh Bernson 
 

 August 2016 
Other The trees with smaller diameter trunks that still require 

trainer stakes need to have the current tree tie 
removed as it is too tight, and then new tree ties 
installed so the trunk can move slightly. 

Other It would be beneficial to reinstall the lodge poles that 
have become loose. 

Other The Eucalyptus would benefit from having the ties 
moved toward the top of the trees. 

Other About half of the trees require more mulch, preferably 
3 inches deep in a 3 foot diameter circle 3 inches from 
the trunk. 

Dead Please remove the dead Tecate cypress (tree ID 17) and 
escarpment live oak (tree ID 23)  along with any 
associated stakes and ties. 

 
Hansen Dam 
 

 August 2016 
Other The trees with smaller diameter trunks that still require 

trainer stakes need to have the current tree tie 
removed as it is too tight, and then new tree ties 
installed so the trunk can move slightly. 

Other The Eucalyptus would benefit from having the ties 
moved toward the top of the trees. 

Other All of the trees require more mulch, preferably 3 inches 
deep in a 3 foot diameter circle 3 inches from the trunk. 

Other Many of the trees require an increase in irrigation. 



 
 
 
Woodley 
 

 August 2016 
Other It would be beneficial to reinstall the lodge poles that 

have become loose. 
Other The trees with smaller diameter trunks that still require 

trainer stakes need to have the current tree tie 
removed as it is too tight, and then new tree ties 
installed so the trunk can move slightly. 

Other Most of the trees require more mulch, preferably 3 
inches deep in a 3 foot diameter circle 3 inches from 
the trunk. 

Other The Dalbergia and the Eucalyptus would benefit from 
having the ties moved toward the top of the trees. 

Other The area at the south end of the planting site in which 
one of the Pistache is planted needs to be irrigated. 

Dead Please remove the dead escarpment live oak (tree ID 
23) and associated stakes and ties. 

 
UC Riverside Reference Plot 
 

 August 2016 
Other The majority of trees would benefit from having the 

trainer stakes removed and then being staked with 
lodge poles. 

Other The trees with smaller diameter trunks that still require 
trainer stakes need to have the current tree ties 
removed as many are too tight, and then new tree ties 
installed so the trunk can move slightly. 

Other All of the trees require mulch. 
 


